
  

 
Get your VebaBox!

Looking for a refrigerated vehicle?  



The VebaBox is an actively cooling insert  
container that can be placed in the cargo space 
of a commercial vehicle.  
 
The VebaBox is not only more flexible than a 
vehicle conversion but also requires a lower 
investment. Furthermore, the VebaBox can be 
amortized over multiple vehicles as it can be 
transferred into the next vehicle.  
 
This means you invest in a reliable cooling  
solution only once!

Discover VebaBox

Best value for money solution 

No modifications to the vehicle 
necessary

For every commercial vehicle 

Cool, freeze & controlled room 
temperature

#VebaBox

#The reliable, removable, self-sustained  
cold chain solution





Always transporting your temperature sensitive products under the right 
conditions to guarantee the quality of your shipment. 
 
The benefits of the VebaBox
 

VebaBox Economy Line
#Cool & Freeze 

Operates at ambient temperatures between  
-20°C and + 40°C  
  
Easy to remove and transferrable to multiple vehicles 
 
High uptime and service friendly
 
Continues refrigeration when the vehicle is  
turned off



Cool, freeze and controlled room temperature 
possible in separate compartments 
Available with rear and side door

#Features

#Delivery Includes
Thermal unit (12V and 230V)
12V and 230V power cable 
Installation set 
Manuals 

Calibration certificate





Discover why the VebaBox is a better and cheaper alternative  
to a traditional refrigerated vehicle conversion!

Refrigerated vehicle vs. VebaBox

#VebaBox 
Up to 60% cheaper

Removable (can be taken to the next 
commercial vehicle)

High trade-in value

Low maintenance costs 
 
Short delivery time  
(installed within 2 days)

#Refrigerated commercial vehicle

High purchase costs
 
Permanent installation (cannot be  
taken to the next commercial vehicle)
 
Low trade-in value  
 
High maintenance costs   
 
Long  delivery time 
(conversion can take weeks)



  

Ready to start saving on your  
refrigerated transport?

To guarantee the quality of your products  
during transportation, VebaBox as the Cold Chain 
Innovators is your best partner. With over 35 years 
of experience in the cold chain, VebaBox is the expert 
in developing and supplying solutions to store and 
transport temperature sensitive products. 
 

Get your VebaBox now!

VebaBox 
Jagersveld 41
5405 BW Uden

 

+31 413 269300 
info@vebabox.com 
cool.vebabox.com


